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ABSTRACT

A fusion power plant would rely on practically unlimited supplies of primary materials,
and possess very favourable environmental and safety properties. Exploiting the nuclear
fusion reaction for continuous power production requires, however, the solution of some of
the most demanding physics and technology issues. At the same time the final proof of
principle of a self-sustaining fusion reaction can only be delivered in a device with a thermal
power rating in the 1 GW range, as the power production by fusion reactions increases much
stronger with volume than the energy losses from a hot plasma. A range of well conceived
tokamak devices have generated during the last couple of decades the experimental basis and
the physics understanding for proceeding now to the construction of such a demonstration
device: ITER. This device will also incorporate, partly in the form of test modules, nearly all
the critical technologies required for the operation of a commercial power plant. A notable
exception to this are materials, where the much lower neutron fluence of ITER allows to work
with readily available, conventional steels, whereas power plants will have to use radiation
resistant, low-activation materials now under development.

The presentation summarizes briefly the development path that has led to the ITER
design, and the physics criteria determining its layout. Seven technologies were identified by
the international design team (constituted by engineers and scientists from Japan, the
European Union, the Russian Federation, and the USA) as critical, and made subject to seven
“large” R&D projects, successfully carried out with an investment of about 400 Million $.

The roadmap for the development beyond ITER foresees as subsequent step a power
plant (“DEMO”) that will already be largely identical to the first generation of commercial
installations. The physics of this device will be completely verified by the beginning of its
planning by the operating experience of ITER. Two, material related issues are, however, also
on the critical path: development of heat and plasma particle flux resistant materials for
contact with the plasma, and neutron fluence tolerant materials for structural functions and the
breeding blanket. The further development of the former will proceed on ITER itself, as their
performance tests require a plasma environment. ITER will, however, not have sufficient
fluence to carry out conclusive nuclear tests, which require the availability of a dedicated test
facility with a suitable neutron energy spectrum (“IFMIF”). Based on these scenarios we
should have the critical physics and technology information for a fusion power plant fully
available in 2020.




